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ACID 

Atomicity        - all or nothing 

Consistency   - another way to say it 

Isolation         - as if it’s one at a time 

Durability        - recovery from error or failure 



Backup 

 

Journaling 

 

Rollback 

 

Commit 
 

 



Concurrent update 

• The lost data problem 

Time Action Database record
Part# Quantity

P10 40

T1 User A receives paperwork

for a delivery of 80 units of P10

T2 User A reads P10 P10 40

T3 User B sells 20 units of P10

T4 User B reads P10 P10 40

T5 User A processes the delivery

(40 + 80 = 120)

T6 User A updates the file P10 120

T7 User B processes the sales

(40 - 20 = 20)

T8 User B updates the file P10 20



Concurrent update 

• Avoiding the lost data problem 
Time Action Database record

Part# Quantity

P10 40

T1 User A receives paperwork

for a delivery of 80 units of P10

T2 User A reads P10 P10 40

T3 User B sells 20 units of P10

T4 User B attempts to read P10 denied P10 40

T5 User A processes the delivery

(40 + 80 = 120)

T6 User A updates the file P10 120

T7 User B reads P10 P10 120

T8 User B processes the sales

(120 - 20 = 100)

T9 User B updates the file P10 100



MAIN 

* If an error occurs perform undo code block 

1 EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQL ERROR PERFORM UNDO 

* Insert a single row in table A 

2 EXEC SQL INSERT 

* Update a row in table B 

3 EXEC SQL UPDATE 

* Successful transaction, all changes are now permanent 

4 EXEC SQL COMMIT WORK 

5 PERFORM FINISH 

UNDO 

* Unsuccessful transaction, rollback the transaction 

6 EXEC SQL ROLLBACK WORK 

FINISH 

 EXIT 



Concurrent update 

• The deadly embrace 

– User A’s update transaction locks record 1 

– User B’s update transaction locks record 2 

– User A attempts to read record 2 for update 

– User B attempts to read record 1 for 

update 
Update transaction

(User A)

Update transaction
(User B)

Record 1

Record 2

Lock record 11

Lock record 22

Attempt to lock record 13

4 Attempt to lock record 2



Pessimistic  

 

Versus  

 

Optimistic  

 

Locking 



With optimistic locking, a resource is not actually 

locked when it is first is accessed by a transaction. 

Instead, the state of the resource at the time when it 

would have been locked with the pessimistic locking 

approach is saved. Other transactions are able to 

concurrently access to the resource and the 

possibility of conflicting changes is possible. At 

commit time, when the resource is about to be 

updated in persistent storage, the state of the 

resource is read from storage again and compared 

to the state that was saved when the resource was 

first accessed in the transaction. If the two states 

differ, a conflicting update was made, and the 

transaction will be rolled back. 



-User 1 reads the record, including the timestamp of 21 

- 

- User 2 reads the record, including the timestamp of 21 

- 

- User 1 attempts to update the record. The timestamp in 

had (21) matches the timestamp in the database(21), so 

the update is performed and the timestamp is update 

(22). 

- 

- User 2 attempts to update the record. The timestamp in 

hand(21) *does not* match the timestamp in the 

database(22), so an error is returned. User 2 must now 

re-read the record, including the new timestamp(22) and 

User 1's changes, re-apply their changes and re-attempt 

the update. 


